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RareHope on Instagram

The RareHope Instagram account was
opened on May 4, 2020. As of
September 17, 2020, the RareHope
account follows 43 Instagram accounts
and is followed by 116 accounts. As of
the same date, 22 posts are shared over
the account.

https://instagram.com/rarehopetrr?igshid=4opqsignrphb

https://instagram.com/rarehopetrr?igshid=4opqsignrphb


Instagram Analysis

Four of the posts are announcements, while sixteen are
informative posts about Friedreich's Ataxia. One of the
posts is about a national holiday and a post is to thank
our live broadcast participant.



RareHope on Twitter

RareHope Twitter Account was opened on May
2, 2020. As of September 17, 2020, it has 79
follower profiles and 71 followed profiles. The
audience reached was aimed to increase by
sharing the posts on the account both in
Turkish and English. As of September 17, 2020,
114 posts were posted on the account, mostly
as a series of Tweets. In addition, 72 likes were
made on the account until this date.

https://twitter.com/rare_tr?s=08

https://twitter.com/rare_tr?s=08


RareHope Live Broadcasts

Our team member Ali Ataman and RaDiChal
'2020 BEEO team member Yaşar Yurtsever
made a live broadcast titled’ Be Aware of
Friedreich Ataxia 'on BEEO YouTube channel
on 30.07.2020 and contributed to raising
awareness for Friedreich Ataxia and also
shows an example of the unity and support
between RaDiChal '2020 teams.



RareHope Live Broadcasts

Our team member Ayça Irgit and
Dietician Zelal Tandoğan who also
has a rare disease had a live
broadcast titled 'Living with Rare
Diseases and Friedreich Ataxia' on
RareHope YouTube channel on
11.08.2020



RareHope on YouTube

The live broadcast titled ‘Live Broadcast
with Zelal Tandoğan’ was held at
11.08.2020 on the RareHope Youtube
channel, which has 22 subscribers. The
videos of the RareHope team's two live
broadcasts titled ‘Be Aware of
Friedreich Ataxia’ and ‘Live Broadcast
with Zelal Tandogan’ were added to the
RareHope YouTube channel, enabling
everyone who wants to to watch the
broadcasts again or later.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Fp5HpZiSXObggFVPmD8Rg?view_as=subscriber

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6Fp5HpZiSXObggFVPmD8Rg?view_as=subscriber


‘Be Aware of
Friedreich Ataxia’

On 30.07.2020, the video of the ‘Be
Aware of Friedreich Ataxia’ live
broadcast by our team member Ali
Ataman and BEEO team member Yaşar
Yurtsever received 48 views and 8 likes
on the RareHope YouTube channel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Uv8hKXOZRo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Uv8hKXOZRo


Live Broadcast with
Zelal Tandoğan

The live broadcast video of our team
member Ayça Irgit and Dietician
Zelal Tandogan, who has
Phenylketonuria (PKU), and
discussed 'Life with Rare Diseases
and Friedreich Ataxia' received 102
views and received 2 comments
with 12 likes on the RareHope
YouTube account at 11.08.2020.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIWDWOZ2BY0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIWDWOZ2BY0


RaDichaLIVE

‘Live Broadcast with Zelal Tandoğan’
carried out by RareHope team received
60 views, 11 likes and 3 comments on
the RaDiChaLIVE YouTube channel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qq60yYP-hgU&t=21s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qq60yYP-hgU&t=21s

